The purpose of this Amendment 0003 is to replace the clause package provided in Amendment 0001 in its entirety with revised version—SOL 89243320NAU000002 Clauses_RFQ_amend 0003.

See page 2 for full details of the amendment changes.
Accordingly, the solicitation is hereby amended as follows:

The clause package attached to Amendment 0001 “SOL 89243320NAU000002 Clauses_RFQ_Amend 0001” is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the attached clause package "SOL 89243320NAU000002 Clauses_RFQ_amend 0003."

The following changes are added by this amendment:

1. Clause H.34, **Safety Culture**

2. Clause H.42, **Contractor’s Collective Bargaining Agreement Applicable to Service Employees**

Except as amended herein, all other terms and conditions remain unchanged.

**END OF AMENDMENT 0003**